Experimental single case studies on automatic processing of emotion were carried on a sample of people with an anxiety disorder. Participants were required to take three Audio Visual Entrainment (AVE) sessions to test for anxiety reduction as proclaimed by some academic research. Explicit reports were measured as well as pre-attentive bias to stressing information by using affective priming studies before and after AVE intervention. Group analysis shows that indeed AVEs program applications do reduce anxiety producing significant changes over explicit reports on anxiety levels and automatic processing bias of emotion. However, case by case analysis of six anxious participants shows that even when all of the participants report emotional improvement after intervention, not all of them reduce or eliminate dysfunctional bias to stressing information. Rather, they show a variety of processing styles due to intervention and some of them show no change at all. Implications of this differential effect to clinical sets are discussed.
Introduction
It is currently estimated that one in every four people (especially in the first world) suffers some kind of anxiety emotional disorder [1] . Moreover, it is forecasted that around the year 2020 this emotional disorder will occupy the second major health emotional problem in the world (perhaps the first in the second world countries). As a matter of fact, nowadays, anxiety mood disorders have become an important public health issue that affects 150 million people around the world [2] . Because of this the World Health Organization (WHO) has included the anxiety mood disorder in its mental health program as a priority.
Current emotion research trends are responding to this health issue by exploring three main questions [3] : What is the cause for an anxiety mood disorder? What are the reasons to maintain this mood disorder? And what are the necessary clinical approaches to eliminate an anxiety mood disorder?
From a cognitive point of view, mood disorders relate to dysfunctional emotion information processing [4] . For instance, it has been suggested that anxiety mood disorders activate dysfunctional emotion appraisal mechanism based on fear whereas depression is based on dysfunctional processing of sadness regarding feelings of lost and fail [5] . Specifically, academic reports suggest that anxiety mood disorders are based on pre-attentive automatic processing appraisal promoting dysfunctional biased attention to stressors [4] [6] [7] whereas depression mood disorders are based on sustained attention to dysfunctional self-biographic information stored in patient's memory [4] [8]- [11] .
Cognitive clinical interventions claim for many patients successfully recovering from anxiety and depression disorders [12] [13] . However, there is still much to learn before we can claim that we know the answer to what maintains and eliminates a mood disorder. In order to do this much more research analytical power is needed to empower theoretical explanation. Alternative empirical research directions have been suggested to this purpose. For instance, Hedlefs et al. [14] suggest that by combining standard experimental paradigms (affective priming techniques) with standard anxiety disorder tests, powerful insights can be obtained about how clinical intervention affects stressed cognitive-emotion functioning. Specifically, these authors show that even when a patient explicitly claims to be fully recovered from anxiety and these claims are supported by low test anxiety scores there is still the possibility of having a dysfunctional automatic bias to process stressors. Specific ways on how clinical intervention affects perverse dysfunctional cognitive-emotion mechanisms are beyond the traditional anxiety tests and standard diagnostic to anxiety can be benefited by this combined approach to determine the impact of clinical intervention.
Indeed many proclaimed ways to mood disorder clinical intervention are of interest since these can be now used to determine their specific effect over dysfunctional automatic appraisal mechanisms underlying a mood disorder. Specifically, an area of special scientific interest to the current study is the Audio Visual Entrainment (AVE) approach to treat mood disorders. Allegedly, this approach postulates that by inducing specific brainwave activity in patients with a mood disorder, recovery from disease is possible [15] [16] . Since 1959 John Barrow's discovery that brain EEG activity can be systematically affected by specific audio-visual stimuli patterns and a growing academic interest on how the brain activity can be synchronized by audio-visual entrainment have led to a burst of academic studies in this topic (for a review see [17] - [19] ). Therapeutic Specific instances of AVE can be found on jet lag and seasonal depression [20] , pain control [21] [22] and anxiety mood disorders [16] [23] .
It is well known that different mood states relate to specific brain waves [24] [25] . In regard to anxiety, the brain's natural response to stress is a decrease of Brainwave Alpha activity and an increase in Brainwave Beta activity. The higher the stress level, the faster the frequency. Thus, severe stress levels are normally reflected in high Beta wave frequencies (Beta 2: 20 Hz -40 Hz).
The purpose of considering an AVE intervention in this study is to affect anxious people's brain wave activity (supposedly Beta 2) through repetitive auditory and visual stimulation at specific frequencies to enhance Brainwave Alpha activity (relax mood states at 8 Hz -12 Hz [15] [21]). Briefly, an AVE intervention is a technique using flashing lights through a pair of specially designed glasses and pulses of tones through headphones. After a systematic stimulation program (e.g. several sessions of 30 minutes), the brain will synchronize its EEG according to a provided AVE frequency/amplitude signal.
Flourishing of AVE research has seemed to significantly decrease since the year 2000. New research trends are on demand and the purpose of the current paper is to provide a new research empirical direction as well as to suggest an alternative form to clinical assessment of mood disorder recovery. Thus, rather than considering AVE only for brain synchronization, here it is argued that AVE can be used to guide specific ways of cognitive processing. In doing so, it is hypothesized that therapeutic AVE to reduce anxiety problems [15] [19] combined with affective priming experimental techniques (as in Hedlefs et al. [14] ) do empower research to determine how an AVE intervention affects elimination of automatic dysfunctional appraisal underlying mood disorders. If explicit reports of recovery from an anxiety mood disorder due to AVE intervention agree with specific patterns of cognitive emotion processing, then brain synchronization will allow exploration on our own emotional nature, otherwise exploration results with this combined method will show limitations of AVE approach to heal mood disorders. This is a win-win situation and the following studies show initial research in this direction.
Method
A set of cognitive science of emotion studies were carried out to test how Audio Visual Entrainment (AVE) intervention affects anxious people's dysfunctional automatic emotion processing of stressful events. First an affective priming study was implemented to determine if typical individuals pre-attentively automatically recognized selected stressful words as different to other emotion words pairs. Then, in second affective priming study recognition latencies to these stressful words coming from people having an anxiety disorder were compared against typical performances to identify participant with biased dysfunctional processing to stressful events. Finally, a third study tried to identify what was the effect on AVE intervention on the way people with an anxiety disorder automatically process stressful information. Overall, the goal is to show how the affective priming technique allows visualizing the effects that an AVE intervention has over people dysfunctional processing to stressful situations in a way that cannot be reported by standard tests of anxiety.
Participants
A first sample of 84 healthy psychology bachelor Mexican students (48 women, 36 men) participated in a study to test for recognition of stressful words (calibration). Their age interval varied between 18 and 25 years old. The inclusion criterion was that they showed no anxiety disorder (see next session) and they had the same social context from the other next two study participants. In a second study designed to test for dysfunctional automatic processing bias to recognize stressful words a new sample of 20 out of 150 psychology bachelor Mexican students who obtained very low I.S.R.A. anxiety scores [26] was considered the control group whereas 6 out of 224 students who obtained the highest I.S.R.A. anxiety scores conformed the experimental group. Finally, an AVE intervention study considered a sample of six persons selected from the second study who were diagnosed with an anxiety disorder as well as showing dysfunctional automatic processing bias to stressful words.
Instruments
The validated Spanish version for the Inventory of Situations and Responses of Anxiety (I.S.R.A.) [26] [27] was used to differentiate a participant who had an anxiety disorder from those who had not this emotional condition. This inventory tries to assess the general level of anxiety by presenting 22 regular stress scenarios (not extreme) where participants had two express how often such scenery make them anxious by using 24 Likert scale responses (7 cognitive, 10 physiological, and 7 motor).
In order to test automatic cognitive-emotion processing an affective priming study was implemented to compare automatic recognition times of emotional words against stressful words' recognition latencies. The affective priming paradigm began as an experimental technique presented by Fazio [28] to study how the emotional valence of a stimulus (prime) affects the recognition of other valenced stimuli (targets). The affective priming effect has proven to be a robust psychological effect and it has been tested by using a wide variety of stimuli [29] .
Regarding AVE intervention over selected participants, the DAVID DELIGHT PRO system [19] [22] complained with the necessary experimental requirements. Specifically, this instrument produce the harmonics that square wave stimulation does but will not produce entrainment-induced anxiety (people prone to anxiety are susceptible to having an anxiety or panic reaction to square wave stimulation) while stimulating in the alpha ranges (by using sinusoidal waves stimuli [30] ).
Stimuli
The affective priming experimental stimuli used combinations of emotional congruent word pairs (Positive/ Positive, Negative/Negative, Stress/Stress and Neutral/Neutral). Word pairs used to create the experimental stimuli set are presented in Table 1 . Word size as well as word frequency (by using the LEXEXP Spanish word dictionary) were controlled. Positive, Negative and neutral words are taken from standard affective priming [29] . Stress words were selected from the I.S.R.A. inventory by three judges whose research is related to cognition and emotion. Mood incongruent word pairs are relevant to this study because they allowed inspection about how emotion primes contribute to emotion valence recognition of a target. Relevant to this study are contributions of positive and negative primes to recognition of words describing stressful events.
Mood incongruent word pairs are relevant to this study because they allowed inspection about how emotion primes contribute to emotion valence recognition of a target. Relevant to this study are contributions of positive and negative primes to recognition of words describing stressful events.
Procedure
First affective priming was implemented tested if typical individuals (first sample) recognized stressful word pairs as emotional different from standard emotion congruent word pairs (Calibration phase). Here, each subject attended to a 60 minutes individual session with a trained researcher. Each sat in front of a computer and instructions were provided until they understood the experimental cognitive task very well. The experimental trails were as follows. First, a point at the center of the computer screen appeared to allocate participant's gaze at the center of the computer screen. Then, a word with or without emotion appeared for 250 milliseconds followed by a white interval of 50 milliseconds. Finally, another word with or without emotion appeared and stayed at the computer screen until the participant decided if this last word was emotional or neutral. The computer user had to press the letter "Z" in the computer keyboard that had a red paper on it with the "YES" word written on it to indicate the word was emotional or to press the letter "M" that had a green paper that had the "NO" word if the presented word had no emotion (valence identification task).
The second study sought to look for dysfunctional automatic emotion processing to stress word pairs by anxious people (experimental group). Here, the experimental group's performance through an affective priming experimental conditions (like in the first study) was compared against a group with very low stress scores (control group) in order to identify participants with severe dysfunctional automatic processing bias to stress word pairs. The affective priming study procedure was the same as in the first study.
Finally, the third sample (six anxious people) participated in an AVE intervention. In this occasion each participant was scheduled separately through individual sessions. They were required to take the same affective priming study shown in the second study before and after the AVE intervention to test for stress words' latencies. The AVE intervention consisted in using the DAVID LIGHT PRO (DLP) instrument twice a week during three weeks. Practice time (15 minutes) was provided the first time such that participants got familiar with the instrument. In each intervention the participant used the DLP headphones and glasses in an isolated environment and was exposed during 30 minutes to stimuli to achieve Alfa wave brain synchronization (DLP's Program 3).
Results
Regarding the stimuli calibration phase, a repeated measure ANOVA was carried on over emotion word pairs' latencies. All participants were included since they provided more than 90% correct latencies. As expected, the results showed a significant main effect for the type of word relation factor, F (3, 249) = 18.797, p = 0.00000, 2 p η = 0.184650. Regarding recognition of stress related word pairs an analytical post hoc comparison showed significantly slower recognition latencies than the rest of emotion word pairs F (1, 83) = 34.174, p = 0.0000. Figure 1 shows participants' performance through all of the experimental conditions. It can be observed from the graph that participants discriminate between emotions and neutral information and that they seem to use more cognitive resource to valuate stress information.
After stress words were recognized as significantly different from other emotion congruent words, a mixed ANOVA was carried on over emotion word pairs' latencies. All participants were included since they provided more than 90% correct latencies. In this analysis a marginal significant difference is obtained between both groups F (1, 24) = 4.091, p = 0.0543 and again as it was expected, the results showed a significant main effect for the type of word relation factor, F (2, 48) = 13.412, p = 0.0000, show that the group performance difference was due to emotion recognition differences of stress word pairs F (1, 24) = 4.638, p = 0.0415 (see Figure 2) .
Thus it is important to emphasize from the above results that anxious people's significant higher latencies to automatically process stressful events imply consuming more cognitive resources to analyze this kind of information. In turn it is assumed that this cognitive appraisal mechanism helps to maintain a dysfunctional mood state [4] - [9] .
Finally, over the third study data a 2 (Intervention time) × 4 (Emotion relation) mixed ANOVA was carried over pooled correct answers. None of the students presented more than 5% response errors. As expected results showed a significant main effect for the type of emotion relation F (3, 30) = 6.0834, p = 0.0023, 2 p η = 0.378.
Regarding intervention time, results only showed a significant performance difference to recognize stressful events. This is confirmed by an analytical comparison between pre-post stress word recognition latencies F (1, 10) = 5.334, p = 0.0435 and by a significant interaction F (3, 30) = 2.7191, p = 0.06204 that can be visualized in Figure 3 .
The above results suggest a relevant AVE Intervention capable of affecting even perverse automatic processing bias to stressful events. However, a case by case analysis shows this is not always true. Thus, shows the case for a successful AVE intervention where the participant reported complete recovery from his chronic anxiety disorder. However, Figure 5 shows results for an anxious patient who reported no benefits to her emotional disorder by using AVE. Interestingly enough; there was a participant who reported complete recovery but maintained automatic processing bias to stressful events.
Discussion
As the current results suggest, the constant claim that AVE produces recovery from an anxiety disorder must be taken into account carefully. Here, two main observations emerge. First, single case analysis [31] through affective priming methods (ANOVA designs; [32] ) is necessary to detect boundaries or limitations of this kind of intervention on dysfunctional biased automatic processing of stressful events. This is supported by the fact that a patient who has reported recovery from an AVE intervention and obtained low anxiety scores do indeed maintain dysfunctional bias to process stressful information. Elimination of this bias to stress information is necessary for recovery (Williams et al., 1997) [3] and its disappearance if not frequently detected by conventional anxiety tests [14] . Second, it is clear from the study results that AVE intervention is capable to affect dysfunctional automatic appraisal to stressful information. This is relevant to cognition and emotion research as well as to AVE research since this approach encourages experimental manipulation to widen our understanding on mood disorders. For instance, it is not clear why some anxious people do respond to AVE intervention (e.g. Figure 4 ) and others do not (e.g. Figure 5 ). Follow up research surely will provide valuable information on how manipulation of frequency/amplitude stimuli through AVE has limitations on mood disorder recovery and it will hypothesize formulation of brain synchronization and automatic dysfunctional appraisal to stressful events in anxious people.
